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2023 WGD PRODUCTIONS 

LAWN STOCK CLASS- TRACTOR (CHAIN/BOLT/BAND) CLASS 

1. Any lawn or garden tractor 

2. Long pants, long sleeve shirt, work boots, gloves, eye protection and DOT helmet 

MANDATORY  

3. If it’s not stated you can do it in the rules- DO NOT DO IT!  No gray area building. 

a. Don’t assume it’s ok…. Call first! 

b. These rules are in addition to the general rules. 

4. Tractors will remain stock from the factory unless addressed in the rules. 

5. ABSOLUTELY NO WELDING anywhere on the tractor!  Except leg guards- must run leg 

protectors.  Leg guards cannot extend more than 3 inches in front of the foot rest.  1/8-inch 

maximum material.   

6. Back bar can be added for safety purposes only.  No hitting in rear. 1 warning will be given 

before a disqualification. 

7. Front bumpers ONLY- on frame rail 4 inches, 3 inches max past front of hood- face to hood 

(bumper and shock).  NO sharp edges.  1/8 inch material for bumpers- ends must be open and 

able to see in.   

8. Vertical shaft engine only.  No old iron.   

9. No pulley swaps. 

10. Stock steering. 

11. No modified spindles. Must remain stock to that motor.   

12. Stock ignition.  A push button and toggle switch may be used- if stock is damaged or 

unusable. 

13. Exhaust must be straight.  Minimum 10 inches from the top of the hood.  Maximum 15 

inches.  

14. No aftermarket engine.   

15. Must run a metal hood and grill- NO plastics.  Tin Only.  Can be seam welded, riveted or 

screwed together.  No added reinforcements.  Can run two ¾ inch pieces of all tread through 

the front frame, up through the hood.  Hood must be secured.   

16. No engine braces or cradles.  May run spark plug protector, but must only be connected to 

the engine.   

17. Gas tank must be put in a safe spot and covered.  Mandatory- must have a gas shut off 

switch.   

18. Battery must be put in a safe area and covered.  

19. Tires and rims are to remain stock with no modifications. 

a. 6 inch minimum on the front, 8 inch minimum on the back.  Tires may have tubes- air 

only.  Valve stem protectors are allowed.  Tires must hold air only- NO CEMENT, 

WATER, FOAM OR ANY OTHER MATERIAL MAY BE USED.     

b. No tire chains. 

20. Pre-run or damaged tractors must meet the rules.   

21. If it comes down to 2 tractors, after 15 minutes- they will shut down- 1st and 2nd will be 

decided upon Fan’s Choice. 


